Pacific Lutheran University
ELECTION SLATE FOR FACULTY COMMITTEES
Spring 2015
Governance Committee

ADMISSION AND RETENTION OF STUDENTS
16  Laura McCloud, Sociology
16  Kathy Russell, Social Work
17  Jacob Egge, Biology
17  Oksana Ejhokina, Music
18  Position 1
18  Position 2

Position 1
Sergia Hay, Philosophy
Jenny James, English

Position 2
Amy Stewart-Mailhiot, Library
Mike Halvorson, History

CAMPUS LIFE
16  Amanda Sweger, Communication and Theatre
16  Michael Schleeter, Philosophy
17  Genevieve Williams, Library
17  Elisabeth Esmiol, Marriage and Family Therapy
18  Position 3
18  Position 4

Position 3
Joyman Lee, History
Heidi Schutz, Biology

Position 4
Paul Tegels, Music
Bridget Yaden, Languages and Literatures

EDUCATIONAL POLICIES
16  Nicole Martin, Kinesiology
16  Position 5
17  Linda Miller, Music
17  Bret Underwood, Physics
18  Position 6
18  Position 7
18  Position 8

Position 5
Teresa Ciabattari, Sociology
Gina Hames, History

Position 6
Dana Zaichkin, Nursing
Mary Moller, Nursing

Position 7
Tim Mooney, Business
Gaurav Gupta, Business

Position 8
Keith Cooper, Philosophy
Samuel Torvend, Religion

FACULTY AFFAIRS
16  Position 9
16  Position 10
17  Seth Dowland, Religion
17  Norris Peterson, Economics
18  Position 11
18  Position 12

Position 9
Kaitlyn Sill, Political Science
Nathalie op de Beeck, English

Position 10
Brian Galante, Music
John Paul, Music

Position 11
Peter Davis, Geosciences
Amy Siegesmund, Biology

Position 12
Francesca Lane Rasmus, Library
David Ward, Marriage and Family Therapy

GLOBAL EDUCATION
16  Sven Tuzovic, Business
16  Rose McKenney, Geosciences/Environmental Studies
17  Krisztina Nagy, Economics
17  Antonios Finitsis, Religion
18  Position 13
Position 13
Emily Davidson, Languages and Literatures
Troy Storfjell, Languages and Literatures

GOVERNANCE
16 Karen Travis, Economics
17 Andrea Munro, Chemistry
18 Position 14

Position 14
Claudia Berguson, Languages & Literatures
Rick Barot, English

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
16 Akiko Nosaka, Anthropology
16 Zachary Lyman, Music
17 Amy Young, Communication and Theatre
17 Mark Mulder, Business
18 Position 15
18 Position 16

Position 15
Ron Byrnes, Education
Brenda Llewelyn Ihssen, Religion

Position 16
Scott Rogers, English
Jon Freeman, Chemistry

RANK AND TENURE
16 David Deacon-Joyner, Music
16 JoDee Keller, Social Work
17 Jason Skipper, English
17 Mei Zhu, Mathematics
17 Marianne Taylor, Psychology
18 Position 17
18 Position 18

Position 17
Amanda Feller, Communication and Theatre
Spencer Ebbinga, Art and Design

Position 18
Fabio Ambrosio, Business
Katrina Hay, Physics

UNIVERSITY LONG-RANGE PLANNING
16 Position 19
16 Carmina Palerm, Languages and Literatures
17 Heather Mathews, Art and Design
18 Position 20
18 Position 21

Position 19
Tony Evans, Kinesiology
Fern Zabriskie, Business

Position 20
Ashlyn Munson, Mathematics
David Wolff, Computer Science and Computer Engineering

Position 21
Brad Andrews, Anthropology
Sara Finley, Psychology

FACULTY SECRETARY
16 Position 22

Position 22
Michelle Ceynar, Psychology
Lynn Hunnicutt, Economics